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Restaurant story chocolate maker recipes

This set of targets expired on Tuesday 6 February 2018. As Valentine's Day approaches, I dare to think that the love of your life would really appreciate some homemade chocolate. Now's your chance to learn. This is the target string, which means it only runs five days from launch. That's why you can expect it to expire on Tuesday 6 February. There are four
steps with chocolate maker central apparatus in each of the series of tasks. Three new recipes have been added to this cooker and can only be obtained with this quest, and the same can be said for the final prize. So here it is, Be my Valentine's Goals in full: Part 1 Part 2 Part 4 Note that Part 4 includes cooking chocolates Fondue and Artichoke Hearts
(both Base Furnaces) among your demands, and these are both 22-hour efforts – so make sure you reach Part 4 with at least a day that's stayed on the clock! Serve 10 chocolate kisses... it's on the base oven and takes 2 hours to prepare. Serving 10 heart pizzas... this can be found on the base oven and takes 3 hours to prepare. Serve 10 heart steaks... it's
on the basic grill and takes 2 hours to prepare. Build 2 Chocolate Makers... these cost 10,000 coins each and require 10 Screws, 5 Motors, 10 Paint and 5 Nozzles to build. If you have previously built two copies of this machine, this task will be completed automatically. The first part is worthy of Toffee Hearts. Unlocking Toffee Hearts This is the first of three
new entries at The Chocolate Maker and is included in Part 2. Serve 2 lovely pancakes... it can be found on the base oven and takes 16 hours to prepare. Serve 4 chocolate hearts... you can find it on the Chocolate Maker and it takes 8 hours to prepare. Serve 4 Toffee Hearts... you can find it on the Chocolate Maker and it takes 8 hours to prepare. Part 2
After completing this step, the next dish on the Chocolate Maker loses its lock. Unlocking the heart-sweet hearts of Heart is another eight-hour recipe and forms an integral part of part 3. Serve 6 Valentine Cupcakes ... this can be found on the base oven and takes 8 hours to prepare. Serve 6 chocolate hearts... you can find it on the Chocolate Maker and it
takes 8 hours to prepare. Serve 6 Heart... you can find it on the Chocolate Maker and it takes 8 hours to prepare. Part 3 After this lot opens Be Mine Hearts. UnlockIng Be Mine Hearts This is another 8-hour recipe and forms a component of Part 4, the final step. Serve 5 chocolate fondue... this can be found on the base oven and takes 22 hours to prepare.
Serve 5 Artichoke Hearts ... this is found on the base oven and takes 22 hours to prepare. Serve 10 chocolate hearts... you can find it on the Chocolate Maker and it takes 8 hours to prepare. Serve 10 Be my hearts... you can find it on the Chocolate Maker and it takes 8 hours to prepare. Part 4 And once these requirements are met, you will be a proud owner
Swans. 4x4 size item, you can find this classic Valentine's Day piece in the floor decorations tab. As said in my previous posts, you need neighbors for a few main reasons: 1. They send you gifts. 2. Help you expand your restaurant and build things up, right from below. 3. They leave tips on your desks. (Neighbors leave you 6 tips, while people from the
Community leave only 3). You can add neighbors by posting your Storm8 ID on people's walls, or you can wait to come and visit you, and eventually, they leave you their Storm8 IDs. Or you can go to story restaurant forums and post your ID there. You can be sure that this will invite you to your neighbor. It's important to jump because it increases the level of
your stars. As shown in Figure 1, below. (I'm currently level 3) When you visit your neighbors, you'll notice a message – that you've earned a small amount of bonus. As shown in Figure 2. The more you tip, the higher your level will be. It's a good tip, because that's how people start to look at you and they're going to add you. People from the Community.
Figure 3. There are different types of counters. These are: White Counter, Mahogany Counter, Granite Counter, etc. They are used to store the food you cook. When the dish is ready, you serve it and it opens to you on a random counter. For example, if you have two coun ters, and on each, it's the same plate – say bacon and eggs, and you want to cook
French toast. When you serve a toast, all bacon and eggs will go to one counter and on the other – there will be your French toast. You'll see the message: Cook all bacon and eggs on one counter or something. You only start a game with two counters, but you won't need too many. You will probably need around 6-7 counters (if you cook a lot of recipes at
once). It doesn't matter what types of counters you have (they won't change the number of people coming to your restaurant). But if you decorate, make sure your place is suitable with the right color for the countertops. On one counter you can store as many plates of food as you want. There's no limit to that. For example, I've been cooking stuffed
mushrooms for about a year and a half, and I have 10 million and 400 thousand plates. I'd feed my clients for a year without cooking aside. What kind of counter can cost you jewels. This is Ruby Counter. There's a lot of appliances in the game. The basics are a stove, oven and barbecue. You can buy them for 5,000 coins. Simple appliances (including
barbecue, stove and oven) are then available. Appliances that cost jewels are Sonic/Forever barbecue, oven and stove, Oglo, Blue and others. Some appliances, however, must be built with the help of your friends. That's why you need neighbors. They can send you parts for appliances, and this way you can build them faster and easier. You can only
submit a request for one part day, which means if you need 2 different jobs, you can ask one person once for EACH. The parts you receive as a daily gift would be on the GIFTS menu. If you buy a constructive appliance and double-tap it, you'll see the parts you have in it. You will also be asked to use gems to complete your apparatus. Don't do this. You're
going to be insmoithing your jewels. Send requests for missing parts to friends every day. Soon you will have your first constructive apparatus. There are many types of structural appliances such as Fusion Sashimi Block, Food Replicator, Chocolate Maker, which also need parts to be made. With each few levels you will unlock a new slot for the machine.
However, if you haven't reached the level where you unlock the new slots yet, there's a chance you can buy it for 49 gems. But again. Don't find the jewels. Appliances such as Easy Cooker, Food Replicator and Fushion Sashimi Block Need experience to level up. This is the basic source, after coins, that you need to advance in the game. XP can be
obtained by cooking food, serving food, completing quests, earning badges, buying random things in the store such as tables, chairs, decorations, countertops, appliances, etc. Also get XP and coins, with mastery of food recipes. When someone leaves you tips, get coins and XP, too (20 coins and 1XP to clear). Some foods give you small amounts of XP, but
some such as Stew, Chocolate Fondue, and so – give you large amounts of XP. When you straighten up, you unlock new decorations, recipes, simplifications and things like that. You need to level up because the higher you are, the greater the chances that you can cook better food that gives you more coins and XP. This is XP. It has a star shape. The jewel
is the premium currency in Story Restaurant. It can be either purchased with real money, or earned, by downloading other games, mastering food recipes, meeting goals, earning badges, etc. Jewels are rarely found. As I mentioned in the previous publication on coins – gems are better stored. Don't be used to relentless things, or to complete cooking food.
The worst part is spreading with jewels. Because you're going to need a whole magic hat full of jewels, extend to 26×24. You can disable in-game payment and shopping by going into device settings and disabling it (currently I know it's only on iOS). This can prevent the unintentional tap of confirmation when a pop-up appears on your device. I don't like
spending real money on jewels or anything. I'm just playing. The only currency I use is my time. I have downloaded many games to earn gems. But I didn't spend money on Story. I have nearly 66 million coins, all made with food sales to customers, and not a single cent spent. That's real acting! Not these people trying to get to level 100 that don't even
exist!!! Some buy tons of appliances like Sonic or Forever, just to reduce the time that things are done. I don't like that at all. But Me. You're going to need the jewels. Save them for later. This is an example of things that can be bought with these small green crystals called jewels. The coin is the main source of the game. You need coins to buy appliances,
cook different types of foods, expand, and decorate your restaurant. Coins are not that hard to come by. You can earn coins by mastering foof recipes, achieving badges, selling food (or items you want to get rid of), or just by doing quests (or as many people call them – goals). Goals aren't necessary for me – spend 10 times more coins and time to complete
them than what you earn after that. At first, you should focus on spending more coins on food and tables/chairs, not on decorations. Because the amount of coins you start with isn't that huge. You can start decorating after level 30. I started decorating on my own on level 40. I made my millions of coins on the 42nd. I cooked a dish that lasted about 16-22
hours of cooking. At level 75, I had about 40-41 million coins. I played non-stop. One important thing – DON'T TURN JEWELS INTO !!! It's not worth it. Jewels are a rare thing in TeamLava games, so every gem you get, anyway.. Make sure it's safe! Better to spend it on decoration than exchange for coins! Jewels are an exclusive currency. Don't buy them
with real money. It's not worth it, too. You can get gems by downloading other TeamLava (Storm8) games, or by mastering food, earning badges, etc. When you buy something with jewels, you won't get the jewel back when you sell it. You're going to sell it for a few coins. Think first when you waste the jewels! Most things can be bought with coins, but many
things need to be bought with jewels instead. Believe me, the things that cost the jewels are almost the same thing, but a little too good. And overrated. As you can see in the picture – these yellow circles are coins . It's an example of spoiled food. Never waste a jewel to restore spoiled food! Food!
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